where $>(0, 0) 9^0 and ay (0) 
(Note that ^ is a polynomial in both variables.) An outline of the proof follows.
By [l] it is known that F can be transformed by use of (2) to the form of (1) with $ = 1. Hence the case
where fo = z k and z k+l \fj(z) j^l, can be considered. Because of the hypothesis on F it can be shown that the resultant of F z~d F/dz and F w does not vanish identically. Thus where each term in the polynomial R is of degree at least two in (g, ft). Hence (8) can be written as (go + wg! +
+ W m -2 g m -2)fa(z, W)
Certainly the equation (7) will be satisfied if the coefficients of w J ' on the left are set equal to those of w i on the right except that -R is kept with f m -P m so that the 2m -1 equations obtained from (7) are
Because of (5) and the coincidence of the early terms of P, and ƒ,, the equations (8) can be inverted to give then $ is a polynomial in all variables of degree at least two in (tit, Vj). Hence (9) and (10) become
• . , m -1.
*-i
Since {fi -Pi)z~2 ll~l is analytic and vanishes at 2 = 0, and since Ui -Vi = 0 is a solution of (11) for 2 = w = 0, it follows from the implicit function theorem that for small \z\ and |w|, (11) has an analytic solution Ui(z, w), Vi(z, w).
The question of whether it was possible to extend the result of [l] to the form of a polynomial ^ in both variables (rather than in just one as in [l] ) was asked of me by Felix Browder.
